
Sling DAO is a project with a vision to support all degens 

and projects out there in defi space.

The project has multiple bots as the main utility which will 

be free forever with basic features for

all projects. Projects and groups can install their bot on 

their own without any support and use

for the project without paying.

Equipped with epic use cases & no cost to the client forever,

SLING offers 'basic' but powerful features available on a 

free version. 

Projects and Community Groups can install SLING-BOT on 

their own 

without any needed support. 

Our bots can be used for projects & growing communities 

without paying a cent.
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Bots offered by Sling DAO are free for all projects.

SLING has the right to add project advertisements in a text 

format to all posts made by the bots.

The texts will help generate monetary income to Sling DAO 

which helps for the growth of the project. 

Projects will also have the option to remove the ads + add 

more features available as premium options which are dis-

cussed below.

Brings fresh tweets from any influencer you have selected as 

well as community members or project pages. 

Projects can select up to 20 influencers to raid.

For community tweets, users need to define hashtags or 

keywords.

Our bot will simply look for the tweet and deliver it to the 

telegram group if the keyword matches.
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RAID Bots:
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1. Raid contest based on number of tweets made my com-

munity members

2. Ad-free TG posts

3. Support 2 minutes post frequency (Free version has 5 mins 

frequency)

4. Support up to 30 influencers. (Free version has 20 influ-

encers)

5. Faster support if project want to make any custom 

changes

6. Raider setup support with up to 10 twitter accounts. (Cus-

tom feature support.
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Premium Features:

BURN Bots:

Premium:
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0.15 eth per project

0.15 eth per project

1. Ad-free TG posts.

2. Speedy support & customization.

The bot posts about a burn event when a token is burned or 

sent into a dead wallet. 

The SLING BURN Bot is very quick and listens to every burn 

event.



Projects can be advertised in our bot posts in the text and 

link format. 

We hold the right to decide how we want to display the ad 

of the project.

 

Projects & Users can purchase ads for a max of 1 week du-

ration and a minimum of 2 days. 

Options for shared & private ads are available to all premi-

um users.

In this type of ad type, up to 3 project ads are run simulta-

neously for the given week. 

For the same week, 3 different projects are shown in the TG 

bot post. 

The price is cheaper because not all posts will have your  

ad due to ad frequency being shared with 3 different proj-

ects.

Price: 0.10eth for 2 days, 0.20 eth for 1 week
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In this type of ad, a single project will be reserved for a 

whole duration. 

So no other project ad will be shown for the given time the 

project has booked the ad for. 

This ad is a bit expensive compared to the shared ad but 

the add frequency is reserved 100% for the project.

is reserved 100% for the project.

Price: 0.20 eth for 2 days, 0.50 eth for 1 week

Revenue made via advertisements will be used to grow & 

market SLING DAO as well as reward holders.

50% profits to the treasury wallet.

20% to rewards wallet.

20% to marketing and development.

10% buyback and burn.
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Private Ads:

Advertising Income:
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The bot posts about a burn event when a token is burned or 

sent into a dead wallet. 

The SLING BURN Bot is very quick and listens to every burn 

event.
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Decentralized Autonomous Organization

Sling DAO is an Investment DAO where all members who 

hold the rights, propose the project to

invest into. 

Members holding certain percentages are eligible to vote 

for investment options.

When voting is successful, SLING DAO will invest funds from 

our treasury wallet into the chosen project.

Initials and gas fees will be taken out at a

certain milestone and put back into the treasury wallet. 

Profits will be distributed as follows:

50% profits to the treasury wallet.

20% to rewards wallet.

20% to marketing and development.

10% buyback and burn.

Note: DAO members will have the right to vote for the distri-

bution once per month.



Investment example:

1. DAO announces the investment fund to be invested into a 

new project.

2. Members propose the project to invest into. 

(Requirements are given must  be met)

3. Members vote on all projects that are proposed.

4. The top-voted projects will be picked.

5. DAO will wait 5 days to find a solid entry to ape into the 

project & review whether it is still a feesable investment.

6. After successful investment resulting in a 3X of invested 

funds, initials + 20% profits will be taken out leaving the rest 

to grow.

All members will be rewarded directly or indirectly.

While we value both small and whale holders, the DAO 

reward system is designed to favor our whales with consis-

tent passive income regularly. 

Whales are considered those who are holding a certain 

percentage and are eligible to join the DAO whale group.
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